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Key stage 2 English writing standardisation exercise 3  
For the purpose of this standardisation exercise, you should assume that following the 
discussion with the teacher during the moderation, you are satisfied that the writing is 
independent, including the use of any source material, and that any edits are the pupil’s 
own. 

Where handwriting seems inconsistent, you should base your judgement on the strongest 
piece, and assume that this is validated by further evidence in the pupil’s books. 

Where there is no evidence of correct spelling of words from the statutory word lists in the 
pupil’s independent writing, you should assume that the teacher has provided evidence in 
the form of spelling tests or writing from across the curriculum. 

This exercise does not contain any collections from pupils deemed to have a particular 
weakness. 

All assessments should be made using the Teacher assessment frameworks at the end of 
key stage 2: English writing – working towards the expected standard, working at the 
expected standard or working at greater depth. 

You should not assume that the exercise includes one collection from each of the 
standards. Each collection should be judged individually. 

Pupil A 

This collection includes: 

A) persuasive letters 

B) an information text 

C) a narrative 

D) an explanation 

E) a narrative 

There are a number of typed pieces in this collection. However, the pupil’s handwriting has 
been verified as joined and legible from a wider sample of their work.   

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740345/2018-19_teacher_assessment_frameworks_at_the_end_of_key_stage_2_WEBHO.pdf
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Pupil A – Piece A: persuasive letters 

Context: the PIXAR film ‘Up’ acted as the stimulus for 2 persuasive letters. Pupils were 
asked to write a letter from the property developer to persuade an elderly homeowner to sell 
his home. In order to explore both sides of the argument, pupils went on to write the 
homeowner’s response. The pupil’s original draft was handwritten and their handwriting was 
assessed as joined and legible. The pupil then chose to type their letters. 
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Pupil A – Piece B: an information text 

Context: in science lessons, pupils learned about the circulatory system and the role of 
blood. They undertook independent research to find out more information and created an 
information text to teach other children all about blood. 
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Pupil A – Piece C: a narrative 

Context: pupils watched a short video clip to support anti-bullying awareness. The class 
used drama to explore characters and themes and then pupils wrote their own version of 
the story. 
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Pupil A – Piece D: an explanation 

Context: as part of a science unit of work, the pupils learned about the circulatory system 
with a focus on the movement of blood around the body. Using the scientific language they 
had learned, pupils were asked to write an explanation for an academic journal for an older 
audience. The pupil’s original draft was handwritten and their handwriting was assessed as 
joined and legible. The pupil then chose to type their explanation. 
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Pupil A – Piece E: a narrative 

Context: whilst reading ‘The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe’ (C.S. Lewis), the class 
compared key scenes in the book with excerpts from the film. Pupils were then asked to 
select a favourite scene and retell it, aiming to capture details of the story and adopt the 
narrative style of C.S. Lewis. 
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Pupil B 
This collection includes: 

A) a film review 

B) a narrative 

C) a theatre review 

D) a balanced argument 

E) a narrative retelling 
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Pupil B – Piece A: a film review 

Context: pupils watched the short, animated film ‘Alma’. They studied a range of film 
reviews and then wrote their own, having opportunities to edit and revise their work before 
finally publishing it. A series of images from the film have been removed from the right-hand 
side of both texts. 
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Pupil B – Piece B: a narrative 

Context: pupils watched the short, animated film ‘Alma’. After considering techniques to 
create suspense, they wrote a narrative to accompany the clip. Pupils were given 
opportunities to edit and revise their work before finally publishing it. An image of Alma has 
been removed from the top of the text. 
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Pupil B – Piece C: a theatre review 

Context: following a 2-week unit on Greek myths, pupils attended a modern retelling of the 
Greek myth ‘Icarus’. They read several theatre reviews and then wrote their own, analysing 
the performance they had seen. 

.  
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Pupil B – Piece D: a balanced argument 

Context: pupils read and analysed an article about the advantages and disadvantages of 
safari parks. They identified key arguments for and against zoos and collated evidence to 
support them as the basis for their own writing. An image has been removed from each 
page. 
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Pupil B – Piece E: a narrative retelling 

Context: pupils were familiar with the picture book ‘Where the Wild Things Are’ (Maurice 
Sendak). They were invited to select an episode from within the story for inclusion in a new 
edition of the book aimed at older children. Pupils were asked to develop their section, 
adopting the narrative style of the original picture book. Two images have been removed 
from the bottom of the text.
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Pupil C 
This collection includes: 

A) a leaflet 

B) a narrative 

C) a formal persuasive letter 

D) a diary 

E) a story ending  
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Pupil C – Piece A: a leaflet 

Context: after studying the effects of plastic pollution using information texts, a range of 
websites, newspaper reports and David Attenborough’s ‘Blue Planet’, the pupils were asked 
to collect information, statistics and facts to construct a piece of writing. The purpose could 
be to persuade, inform, discuss or a combination of these. They were also asked to choose 
the audience for the writing from a list drawn up by the class. This pupil chose to target 
families.  
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Pupil C – Piece B: a narrative 

Context: pupils explored Shaun Tan’s wordless graphic novel ‘The Arrival.’ After discussing 
themes and issues raised in the story and exploring these through drama, pupils were 
invited to select a small number of pictures to retell part of the story. Pupils were asked to 
consider the perspectives of different characters and adopt a viewpoint. This pupil chose to 
write from the father’s viewpoint. 
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Pupil C – Piece C: a formal persuasive letter 

Context: after reading a newspaper report about the use of macaque monkeys for the 
purpose of ‘entertainment’ in Indonesia, pupils researched the topic. They then wrote a 
formal letter with the purpose of persuading the Governor of Indonesia to stop the practice. 
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Pupil C – Piece D: a diary 

Context: pupils used drama to explore the characters and issues raised in the novel ‘The 
Island’ (Armin Greder). They then chose a key event from the story and wrote a diary entry 
as their chosen character. This pupil chose to write as the stranger who arrived suddenly on 
the island. 
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Pupil C – Piece E: a story ending 

Context: using Armin Greder’s ‘The Island,’ pupils were asked to write an ending to the 
stranger’s story, a scene untold in the book as we never find out in any detail what happens 
to him. Drama was used to explore character, action and speech. The only rule for writing 
was that dialogue must be included. 
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